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EXTENSION DEPARTMENT
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
An extension department of the
School of Music has been established
the last few weeks in Hartford City,
The studio is in a fine location, placed as it is on the Square over the
Drug Store at the corner of Washington and Jefferson Streets. Three
subjects are being taught: Piano,
Voice and Violin. Professor Lamale
has charge of the piano, Mr. Fenstermacher the Violin and Mrs. Lamale,
Voice. Each teacher devotes one day
every week there. About a dozen students have already registered in all
three departments, and the prospects
are good for a growing school. L.

AT SPENCER AVE. CHURCH
MARION
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Our group were royally entertain- where materialism and evolution are
between services by the kind taught by the faculty and accepted by
brethren of that community.
the great mass of students.
The evening service progressed aJanuary 23, 1923, "
During my
gainst intense opposition from the fjrst year in Taylor I took your
power of darkness. Rev. E. L. Eaton courses in Daniel and Revelation. I
did! the preaching. The unprofitable- was out 0f the school the next year
ness and helplessness of the flesh was an(j thought the notes were lost; but
clearly demonstrated. However, out of somehow they reapeared just the
seeming defeat the Lord delivered other day. I started immediately to go
three precious souls. Praise the Lord! 0ver them again, and also studied the
The souls delivered from sin, the Bible in connection with them. The
lessons learned, refreshing received association of the phrases and ideas
made us to say in our hearts again 0-f these notes brought back many
that it pays to be in His service to mem0ries , and I thought I would
be "Set for the defense of the gospel." write to you an(j ten you that the in
G. '24. Sp;ration you gave in those days has
.
——
not departed and to express my sp
COMPENSATIONS
preciation to you for your stand in
that regard. I did not then appreciate
ed

M' G" W'

fulU what

y°u

were sayins> but 1 see

"The largeness or smallness of an now that you .did not put it strong
'
institution may be more or less an enough. There is indeed little left for
The following group was taken to expression of circumstances; its rich- the university students but materialthe Spencer Ave. church, Marion, by ness or its poverty may be more or ism, and most of them accept'it. HowMr. Liesman on Sunday, January 27: less the accident of personal friend- ever, I do not find it so very hard to
Louise Smith, Florence M. Gray, ship. The truest index of any institu- keep my faith under these circumGeorge Stoddard and Raymond Buck- tion is its attitude, its intellectual and stances because under your teaching
master.
moral attitude."
I found out the true meaning of the
Our attention, on arrival, was atMany are the admirable character- Word and when doubts come I let
tracted to the notice on the outside istics represented by Taylor Univer- some portion of the Word dispel
of the church, "Come hear the live sity - continuous and honorable public them. But when one sees what evoluwires from Taylor University, Sun- service for seventy-six years; uncora- ti°n really is, one wonders why so
day morning." We each breathed a promising loyalty to the Bible as the many are led astray. They certianly
prayer to God that whatever service inspired word of God; exceptional Bo not think, for it is about as porous
was rendered would not be disappoint- standards and high morale in the a theory as I ever studied. Prof. (
)
ing. Oh, truly God answered prayer, student body; a moral and intellect- himself, admits that it is all a guess
He did not fail us. After a few tes- ual attitude to meet the highest de- ant* all I have to do to straighten
timonies and a solo, Mr. Stoddard mands.
But
preeminent
among some people out is to show them its
brought the gospel message.
.
its compelling qualities stands its inconsistencies. It is really nothing to
It being the will of the people to faculty of thirty splendid men and be afraid of if one will but think over
have an afternoon meeting, we met women, unique in their self-sacrificing it in terms of other ideas. But then,
at 2:30 with the blest Three in One devotion to an ideal.. These teachers I should not say that, ibr some have
in charge. Praise the Lord! He had represent the finest schools of America not had the training I have been
His own precious way. His program - Columbia, Harvard, John Hopkins, privileged to have."
is always best. The Lord blessed the Wisconsin, Michigan, Princeton, LeAh, yes, there, are compensations.
testimony service in a remarkable land Stanford, Chicago, and some
way. Men and women who had re- have had the advantages of travel and PENNSYT VANIA <STTTr»FMT<i
cently come into the experience of full study abroad, but here at Taylor Unisalvation gave expression to the won- versity they give superior and speciaThe Pennsylvania Organization is
der working power of Jesus' Blood. lUed instruction at a nominal salary
stl
Mr. Stoddard made an appeal to the because of their vision and altruism.
" US1"£ every opportunity to serve
young lads who ha.d been brought in Their compensation lies in the know'n a way that will please
from the street where they had been ledge that by reason of their sacrifice ^'m anc^ brin£ blessings to the school
playing marbles.
hundreds of men and women are to- We love'
An°tber young man from the Key
If there was a climax in the meet- day serving God and their fellow men
ing it was during the altar service in all parts of the world, and hun- stor*e state has joined us this term,
which followed with four lads and dreds more are making their prepFebruary 1, a meeting' was callfour elderly people seeking the Lord, aration to follow this strangely ed by our president Dr Paul spoke
The boys were wonderfully saved and attractive path of self denying ser- to us, giving us suggestions for our
one lady sanctified.
Thanks be to vice. Their compensations, too, are work. According to his suggestion,
Jesus! Yes, He is willing and anxious adequate as may be gathered from the two committees were appointed for
to pour His spirit into our lives to- following excerpt from a letter just definite work.
. day. Truly "eye hath not seen, nor ieceivedi by Dr. Newton Wray, Dean
Former Tav'w TT„:,
V
* ^
lvers'ty students
ear heard, neither have entered into 0-j the School of Theology at Taylor in Penn I ' •
the heart of man, the things which University. The writer o u r good fri- "rganSi n^WJ" °.Ur
God hath prepared for them that end Wallace Teed is now pursuing tefest J
love Him. bless God forever!
courses of study in a great university there at home.-E. M B
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Mrs. Cline is confined to her home
by illness.
Mr. Vincent who has been leading
the singing in evangelistic meetings
at Van Buren returned home Monday.
Miss Pharaba Polhemus spent the
week end at the home of her father,
Wilbur Polhemus at Daleville.
Miss Dorothy Spalding is confined
to her home by illness.
Mr., and Mrs. Ray Browning and
son of Muncie are spending a few
Miss Mildred Keller spent last week Danforth of Elizabethtown accom days at the home of Mrs. Browning's
panied the Misses Atkinson to their
end with relatives in Kokomo.
mother, Mrs. Culla Vayhinger.
home here.
Mr., and Mrs. Clarence French of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Butch moved
Marion were guests, at the Abbey
Henry Marquis and Harold Kenlast week from Miss Sadie Miller's
home, Friday.
rick heldi a service in Cambridge City
house on main street to town.
Sunday.
Wendell Ayres of Bloomington
spent his vacation between semesters
Mrs. B. W. Ayres is confined to her
Miss Thelma Atkinson is helping
at his home here.
home by a sprained ankle.
in revival services at Scipio.
Several young men from Grace
Methodist Episcopal Church of Mari
on attended the Original program giv
en by the Philalethean Literary So
ciety, Friday, Jenuary 26.

On the afternoon of Saturday, Jan.
27th, Mrs. Harlan W. Cleavelandi en
tertained a few friends at a sewing
party.
After a pleasant afternoon
dainty refreshments were served.
The guests included Mrs. Newton
Miss Flossie Loche spent Satur
Wray, Mrs. H. Ti. Blodgett, Mj-s.
day and Sunday in Marion.
Mary Shilling, Mrs. Glen Maddox,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ayres and Mrs. Wm. Lamale and son Billy, Miss
Mrs, Walter Vance of Inianapolis Theodora Bothwell, Miss Sadie Miller
and Miss Iris Abbey.
spent a few days here recently.
Mr. Martin who has been helping
Prof. Pogue preached at his charge
at Shiloh church west of Tipton, Sun
Charles Jennings in revival meetings
day. He goes there every two weeks.
on his charge in Hartford City was
Prof, and Mrs. Pogue spent Saturday
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jennings
evening at the home of Mrs. Robt.
last week.
Vincent of Summitville.
Friday evening a party of young
Miss Mildred Radaker spent Sunday
people held a surpise party for Miss
visiting friends at Home Park, Ma
Avis Lindell, at the Vincent home.
rion.
Miss Viola Brunner was the guest
Wendell Ayres returned Tuesday to
of Miss Catherne Briggs at dinner Bloomington after spending a few
Wednesday evening.) Thel occasion days at his home here.
was Miss Brigg's birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Ayres
Miss Alice O. Smith of Newcastle spent their vacation with relatives
and Miss Madge Mannon of Cam here. They returned to Indianapolis
bridge City were visiting friends Tuesday.
here Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Monday afternoon Wesley Evans
The Misses Sylvia and Vesta Lowe had the misfortune to let the large
were dinner guests of the Misses iron cover of the coal hole fall aEllickson, Sunday.
gainst his leg, breaking it just above
the knee.
Miss Esther Mary Atkinson spent
the week end at Albany where Miss
Mrs. Walter Glasier entertained at
Thelma Atkinson was assisting Rev. tea Monday evening Mrs. Mary Shill
Mr. Cortner, pastor of the Christain ing, Miss Sadie Miller and Miss Norma
church, in revival meetings. Mr. Earl Shennum.

The Soangetaha Debating club gave
a banquet Saturday evening in honor
of Miss Florence Beale anid Miss
Edith Collins who won the Interclub
Debate last term. The toasts were
arranged in a very clever manner,
representing a reunion of the Jones
family. There were many witty re
marks by the members of the family.
Music during the meal was furnish
ed by the T. U. Orchestra. There was
also the following program:
Vocal solo
Leonard Diaz
Reading
Caroline Churchill
Piano solo
Rosabelle Daugherty
Plates were set for about seventy
guests who enjoyed the following
menu:
Fruit Cocktail
Veal Cutlets
Mashed potatoes
Rolls
Creamed peas
Olives
Salad
Ice cream
Wafers
Coffee
A very enjoyable occasion was cel
ebrated Friday evening Feb.. 2, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Abbey.
The annual oyster supper of the
young people of the Abbey Dorm.
After supper the evening was spent
in playing games. Those who enjoyed
the evening were the following:
Misses Mildred Radaker, Iris Ab
bey, Sadie Miller, Eloise Abbey, Hilda
Erbland, Messrs Eugene Pilgrim, Mar
tin Davis, George Fenstermacher,
Raymond Jones, Joseph Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. M. O. Abbey andi Rev. and
Mrs. Clarence French.
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When you come to God He never under.
Sin is traceable to a spiritual,
embarrasses you but forgives and for
quantity or principle whether it be
gets your sins.
You need not tell a man that if he
Men have taken up their tasks but inbred or actual sin.
The carnal mind is mind and not
breaks law he must pay the penalty were unsuccessful until they tarried
matter. It is the thing that causes
because the idea of judgment is im for the fullness.
Many men have a terrible time him to incline toward the flesh.
planted within him.
The thing which leads the soul
If you die this minute there is no just because they are unwilling to
away from God is a psychical force.
question in God's mind where you wait for their Pentecost.
There is no evil in the flesh but
It is human nature to blame your
would go.
There are only two abodes of the failures on outside influences. You sin distorts our physical faculties.
This inbred sin can be cleansed asoul mentioned in the Bible and when want to learn that as soon as you get
way
by the blood of Christ.—..L
right
with
God
He
will
take
care
of
one of these is taken up by the soul
your environment.
it remains there permanently.
Jacob asked for a blessing, but God WHAT^OU WILL FIND AT
Men try to get away from the idea
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
of man being fallen because it is asked him his name because he need
mysterious but they can't get away ed to know what a blessing involved.
From thirty to forty skilled teach
Israel had to take the place of Jacob.
from the fact of sin.
You will never fill the place God ers.
Men go beyond beasts in their lives
Over four hundred picked students
of sin until they discend to incon has for you if you don't let Him have
if up to last year. There may be more
His way.
ceivable depths.
Leprosy is a type of inbred sin.
next year.
If you wont allow God to have His
At least nine departments headed
When Jesus answered the lepers
way with you He willl eliminate you
He gave them no feeling, but gave by teachers with education equiva
out of His plan.
All things will be adjusted on the them the order to go. They took it by lent to masters' or doctors' degrees.
A fellowship representing most of
judgment day that are neglected here faith and were "cleansed as they
the States and eleven foreign coun
went."
at the mercy seat.
If a man had to make an effort to tries.
However
we
have
examples
Courses ranging from the academy
throughout history of God visiting be cleansed he would lose it when he
diploma to a Master's or Bachelor of
judgment on individuals, cities and went to sleep.
A man must dump his seeming dif Divinity degree.
nations.
A campus with a hundred and six
They hadn't forgotten their gifts, ficulties with the plan of salvation, at
didn't suffer higher criticism, kept which time faith will be a natural ty acres of expansion room.
A library of 7,500 volumes.
up their church work, paid' their process.
Buildings measurably
adequate,
What you gain and lose now will
church diues, and attended church
rendered comfortable by all modern
regularily but they lost their first have to do with all future.
He deals with us that we may be facilities, including a steam heating
love.
plant with three splendid boilers.
Some people think the roiadl is partakers of His holiness.
Up to date laboratories of Physics,
Most of the heresies come from
broader than the gate.
Get the blessing again where you backsliders. These cults 1 go to the Chemistry and Biology. A good tele
churches and get the backsliders for scope and Observatory.
left it.
Honorable traditions growing out
It is not God that leaves men but recruits.
God made Germany an example of of seventy-five years of history.
men leave God.
The backing of one of the best
In some congregations a minister what higher criticism will do for any
must create concepts before he can people who give themselves over to alumni associations in the country,
who now elect the Board. You will
it.
have anything to appeal to.
I am debtor to Jesus. I owe Him my thus have a voice in the destinies of
You need not try to get God! to
your alma mater if you ever become
do things. It's your business to let all.
He isn't asking you to give your an alumnus.
Him.
Prayer is a law. It is putting our self to Him that you may go off and
Strong departments of Music and
selves in the place where He can do worship Him alone, but that He Expression with able men at the head.
might send His messages through you.
something.
A healthful, snappy climate, a thou
I John 1:7 speaks of a man walking
'Call upon the Lord and thou shalt
sand feet above sea level, on the
be saved!' By this it is evident that in the light without condemnation highway of the world.
if you don't call upon Him you will and discovering his deeper need,
One of the cleanest, sanest com
An individual must know his need
not be saved.
munities in the world; where prop
There is such a thing as being before faith in Jesus will bring the
erty values are not fictitious.
cleansing.
saved too late.
The reason a man is not sanctified
Last but not least, an atmosphere
The people of the world do not
realize that God loves them. They when he is converted is because he vibrating with the spirit of missions
and evangelism; where Scriptural
believe there is a judgment but don't isn't convinced of his deeper need.
A man shows his shallowness by holiness is preached and experienced
realize that God's hand is held out to
undue concern about the metaphysics on a healthy plane.
them.
The plan of salvation was laid by of salvation for there are many of
Spring registration will be March
the Master Artist and He knew every such questions beyond man's know 28.
ledge.
phase of it perfectly.
Be sure to write for Catalogue, to
Paul did not mean his carnal mind the Dean, B. W. Ayres, Upland, In
Your wayward attitude is the most
painful thing in the universe to God. when he said, 'I must keep my body diana.

EXTRACTS FROM DR. JOHN
PAUL'S CHAPEL TALKS
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WELCOME NEWS FROM
CHINA
Sungkiang, Ku., China,
Dear Friends:
Dec.. 28, 1922.
The ever welcome Echo came in
the other day and we surely did en
joy reading it. It sometimes sounds
so strange to hear of those with
whom we associated while in school
being scattered over the whole of
the globe but when we stop and
think that we are quite a distance
from home too, It isn't so strange af
ter all. This is a small world and it
is surprising who one is liable to
meet on the streets of Shanghai.
The war with sin is on in China.
We find it to be the same war that
is in America. The same enemy of
souls is here also. And we have the
same God who has power to save to
the uttermost, praise His name! The
tactics in China may be a little dif
ferent but it is the same enemy. You
have doubtless seen in the papers of
the bandit outrages in China. Many
of the missionaries in that section
have fallen into their hands. All of
the foreigners are now free, however,
but the outrages are still on among
the Chinese. At times one wonders at
the way things are printed in the
papers when it comes to these things.
It one foreigner is unfortunate enough to fall into their hands there
is a great display of headlines and
printer's ink but if there are some
Chinese killed or robbed by these
same bandits, there is not a single
word. It rather looks like partiality to
me for the souls of these Chinese are
just as valuable in the sight of God
as the foreigner's.
Just recently Rev. Saunders and
wife, (J. I. M. missionaries f.om a
province farther north, were in Sung
kiang and held a series of Bible lec
tures. Mr. Saunders lost his eyesight
as a direct result of the Boxers. Mrs.
Saunders lost her hearing. They lost
two small children at the same time.
One, on the surface of things, would
think that they would hold a grudge
at the Chinese and would feel that
their usefulness in China was at an
end. Not so with them. They are a
wonderful power for God in China
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because they could pray with "the saved without any trouble at all, but
Master, ''Father forgive them, they now it is too late. There is just a bare
know not what they do." How many chance. How can I analyze this atti
of us can say that just now? Yet tude? I don't attempt to do it. All I
that is what hundreds of our fellow can see is that it is a natural fear of
Chinese are meeting today and most trying something new, something that
of them have not known the Christ a foreigner brought into China. It is
who can impart that spirit of love. hard for the Chinese to accept new
That love comes only from the throne things and we have that as a constant
above.
battle.
I would right here like to ask those
Thus you see what is before us all
of you who may see this to stop a the time. This preacher is a devout
moment and pray for these people. man and loves the foreigners who
God can hear and answer prayer.
gave him his Christ, but when it
Our own work in Sungkiang is comes to the test he practically fails;
promising. It is a slow process. I have he doubts. They distrust each other,
met some missionaries out here who and it takes a lot to make them trust
talk of such big things and of great an outsider, You can see by this what
organizations but upon inquiry, I a task it is to get them to trust Jesus.
have often found that the Gospel of When they do understand what it
Christ has been placed in the back means they are a different people and
ground. In our work here we are en always appreciate it.
deavoring with His help to keep
That is the djark side. True, it is a
Christ first. This is the only Gospel difficult task but not an impossible
that will save folks from sin—from one, Thank God! With Go.d all things
this terrible superstition around us are possible. We do not let ourselves
here. They always like to run a dwell upon the hard things but we
chance and try to take the line of keep pressing the battle with the one
least resistance.
end in view,-if by prayer and dint of
Our Chinese pastor's wife is near
hard work we might save a "few".
death's door today, and partly be
Please, dear friends, remember us
cause of the age long fear and dis
in prayer. We are encouraged to go
trust of the foreigner. She has been
on and win souls for Him, but to be
quite sick for over two months but
at our best we would enlist all we can
I didn't know it until day before
as workers together,-as intercessors
yesterday. Yesterday Mr. Kaung wish
at the throne of God.
ed me to send for the foreign doctor
Yours in the Master's service,who is at Hashing, 30 miles south by
(Rev.) and Mrs. Clinton J. Bushey
rail. The doctor got in on the even
ing train and after he got here they
"A remarkable incident occurred
wouldn't let him make the operation in connection with an encampment of
he thought necessary. All he could Shantung soldiers located at Shang
do was to give her some medicines hai.
One day a dog wandered into
to keep up her strength for a season. ths camp with some leaves of a book
When the doctor was examining her in his mouth. The soldiers caught the
the pastor kept asking what plan he dog and read the fragment of the
would have to use. When he was told book. It was a portion of the Word
that an operation was necessary im of God, They became much interest
mediately, the plan didn t quite fit in ed and followed the .dog to a Christ
to what they wanted and they re ian hospital near by and asked for
fused to have it .done. They decided more of this kind of literature. This
what they wanted done and sent for was, of course, gladly given them. As
the doctor and told him what to do. a result, Dr. Goforth and a Chinese
But even with the operation there evangelist visited this camp and 200
would have been little chance because men were enrolled as enquirers. If
the disease has been running so long. God can so use the mouth of a dog
Had they gone to a foreign doctor to deliver His Word, can He not use
two weeks ago she could have been you and me?"—Selected.
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HOLINESS THE KEYSTONE
OF ORTHODOXY
Dr. John Paul
Are we hobbyists when we say that
holiness is the conserving truth in the
ranks of orthodoxy? It is salvation
from sin in the full New Testament
sense; and Paul tells us that salvation
is the proper helmet or headl pro
tector. At the risk, therefore, of being
identified as "holy rollers," at the risk
of becoming tiresome to some brother
who wants more latitude of expres
sion, we must preach holiness. We do
not have to work the term in to all
our labels and give it prominence for
its own sake, but no synonym can fin
ally displace it; without it no one
shall see the Lord.
Granting the soundness of the
above position, is enough being done
where holiness is supposed to have
right of way, to ground people in the
truth of holiness and) round up a
right conception of the experience in
people's mindls? Some brethren do
their full share of ranting on the
importance of being loyal to holiness
and anathematizing the compromisers,
who scarcely ever do, if they can,
give systematic instruction to their
audiences on the subject. They choose
rather to deal in symbols and illustra
tions which are translatable to suit
any audience. They thus become ac
ceptable with committees who think
theyido no'J want?holiness preached It
is holiness if you are looking for it and
expecting it; it is something else if
you are not. Opposers of holiness do
not care if we indorse holiness and
identify ourselves with it, just so we
do not preach it.
Our camp meetings and full gospel
colleges and full salvation churches
should see to it that some agency is
employed to get the people grounded
in the truth of holiness. You can give
students all the fireworks
and heroics
that you choose about holiness and
they will go right on and foster er
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roneous views, or get to where they
have no more appreciation for the
value of the distinct message. It re
quires line upon line to make the way
clear and keep them from .drifting.
What is true of student audiences is
very nearly true of churches and
communities. It is our custom in Tay
lor University to set apart one chapel
service weekly for stated teaching on
holiness. An inspirational character is
given to the service, so it is more
like a campmeeting service than a
dry-as-dust theology lecture.
Defi
nite attention has long been given to
the subject also through a special or
ganization known
as a Holiness
League. Next year we shall begin a
course on the Doctrinal Aspects of
Christian Experience which will de
vote most of the year to a bibli
ography of the greatest holiness lit
erature that can be found.
Only
eternal diligence can keep a move
ment from being holiness in name
only. Our teachers, with the rarest
possible exception, have sound and
definite views on the subject; but it
is the purpose of the administration
to lay upon them the burden of help
ing to enrich the concept of the grow
ing student mind upon this
rich
theme which is at once a doctrine,
an experience and a life.
The writer of this article has busied
himself the last few months in get
ting together a list of books on holi
ness that are strong enough to give a
representative putting of the subject
of the class of Wood's Perfect Love";
Steele's "Love Enthroned"; Peck's
"Central
Idea
of
Christianity";
Foster's "Christian Purity"; Joseph
Smith's "Pauline Perfection".
Fos
ter's "Christian Purity" is going the
way of all the earth. The Methodist
Book Concern announces it "out of
print." The publishers as a rule are
wanting in conviction on these themes
and all the holiness books excepting
a few kept alive by the personal ministry of their own authors will go in

to oblivion if the National Association
or some other agency does not form
a fund to buy the plates from their
present custodians and bring out new
editions of the books. Most publishers
are either disposed or bound to re
frain from investing in publications
to keep in stock without prospect of
their investment being quickly re
placed. There ought to be an endow
ment of $100,000 left intact and en
trusted to the Taylor University Press
or some other safe and sure trustee,
the product of which would be to
rescue these holiness classics from
the junk pile to which many popular
religionists are so willing they should
go, and make them available for the
serious people of the next generation.
That there is a wrong way to preach
holiness no one can dispute; there is
an unwise persistency, an ignoring of
preliminaries, a lack of diversity, a
tendency to run in grooves with our
terminology, an unhappy putting, an
indulgence of cant, a weakness of
proof, that makes us feel that some
people ought not to try to preach it.
But the holiness flute
makes
the
prettiest music in the world if we will
learn how to play it. The artist in
delivering this message can play up
on all the chords of the human heart.
Let a serious pian
hear holiness
preached in the Divine order, under
an anointing of the Spirit, and he
will never wish to be without the
message, and will desire to see it
proclaimed wherever the first prin
ciples of the gospel have been intro
duced.

SET APART
Set apart for Jesus—
Is not this enough,
Though this desert prospect
Open wild and rough?
Set apart for His delight,
Chosen for His pleasure,
Sealed to be His special treasure;
Could we choose a nobler joy?
And would we if we might?
Set apart to love him,
And his love to know;
Not to waste affection
On a passing show;
Called to give him life and heart,
Called to pour the hidden treasure
That none other claims to measure;
Into his beloved hand.
Thrice blessed "set apart."
—F. R. Havergal.
It is all right to set and think if
you have your mind on God and the
uplift of humanity.
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EXPERIENCES WITH THE
FAITH WRECKERS
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denominations are beginning to ad who love the old Bible, the old-time
vertise. The Church of Christ, build religion, and who stand for the old
ers and wreckers of faith.
paths do not put more of their GodOut in the field
faithful laymen given money into a school of the type
Prof. B. R. Pogue
It is not uncommon in construction and true hearted pastors labor to of Taylor University.
1. Taylor University is a monument
circles to find builders and wreckers build the faith of our fathers into the
combining for mutual interest and ad lives of young and old, while yonder to Bishop Taylor, one of the most
vancement. The one razes that the that faith is being wrecked in the apostolic missionaries of Methodism.
The Church
other may build, but never vice versa. minister of tomorrow.
2. Taylor University is the school
The greatest paradox of the age is needs Sin Wreckers, but not Faith whence that Saint in Black, Sammy
the present system of religious train Wreckers, and by God's grace no Morris, passed through on his way
ing for Christian leadership, that is student shall go out from Taylor Uni to Heaven.
being supported by many of our lead versity denying the efficiency of
3. Taylor University standi? for
prayer and the validity of the Di
ing denominations.
"Holiness Unto the Lord," for the
vine communication.
When I was a student in an eastern
whole Bible, for a free and full sal
We believe the world has its Sin
university, I stood one day talking
vation, for an Evangelistic Gospel, for
and its Saviour; we believe the word
with a seminary group, when the con
the old-time religion, and the oldof God; we pray and are heard; we
time revival.
versation led one young man to ex
believe in the infinite knowledge and
claim: "Why, no one believes the first
4. Taylor University has stood for
wisdom of Christ; we believe in the
five chapters of Genesis anymore!
pardon of Calvary; we believe all that one-quarter of a century as a bulwark
Anyone here believe them?" Mine
has been most sacred to the sweeping for orthodoxy, and stands today as
was the only affirmative voice.
cause of Christ in centuries past, and a light upon a hill in these days when
In class I learned many new things: shall continue to believe in spite of our colleges are being consumed by
Conversion has been supplanted) by dungeon, fire and sword. We will unbelief and rationalism.
Christian nurture; Christ was limited be Builders, but not Wreckers of
Taylor University refuses to lower
by the scientific knowledge of His Faith.
its flag to anything or for anything
time; Isaiah did not prophesy a Mes
that compromises the faith once de
siah; Christ's miracle of calming the
livered to the saints.
IF I HAD A MILLION
storm-tossed waves in pictorial lan
I have met Preachers, Evangelists,
DOLLARS
guage and the ethics of Jesus would
Missionaries on both sides of the
not permit him to cast devils out of
world who have come from Taylor
I once had fifteen Million Dollars
man into swine, proving the fallacy
University and every time they bear
in my hand, but it was only for a few the stamp of the true teachings and
of the narrative.
Why did Jesus go to the Temple, minutes! It was in the Sub-treasury, evangelistic training they got at Tay
and there remain till found by His New York. A good friend took me lor University.
parents? Our professor explained it l(|own to the vault where I saw
Can-cSdly let me say that in these
as follows: "Some friends of mine money, money, money! Oh, it is a times I do not know any place that
were one day visiting the Bronx. In sight, the piles of gold and silver and will yield better results for the
the midst of sightseeing, little six- bank notes there!
money invested for God than at Tay
year-old William wandered away.
Well, it set me to thinking, and I lor University, because here is in
After a long search, he was found be have often thought what I would do training a barfd, of young men and
fore the monkey cage, and; when if I had a million dollars. Well, one women whose hearts GPd hath touch
asked why he was there, the lad re thing I would NOT do, I would not ed, who are going out to bless the
sponded, 'Where did you expect to give a dollar of it to a school, be it church, and the whole round worlkl
find me?' So Christ's 'Wist ye not that university, college, or theological with pentectstal evangelism and a
I must be about my Father's busi seminary, that was engaged in any soul-saving ministry.—A Friend of
ness?' portended nothing. He was as shape or form in destroying the faith Taylor Uni\ersity.
any other boy and knew nothing at of our fathers, discounting the bless
that age of His divine mission on ed old Bible, and spreading unbelief,
WHAT HOLINESS IS NOT
rationalism and higher criticism. I
earth,"
I called at a student's room one would give a good slice of my million
1. It is not absolute perfection;
evening and found there four young dollars to Taylor University.
that belongs to God alone. The per
I heard the other d!ay of one of the fection of man is relative.
men .discussing the efficacy of prayer.
I learned that the New Testament Theological Seminaries where one of
2. Neither is it Angelic perfection.
teacher that day had questioned the the young preachers said, "Well, Pro Angels never make mistakes, and we
has destroyed my faith are liable to make mistakes.
power of prayer to reach distances fessor R
and effect salvation, healing, etc. in the Old Testament and Professor
3. Nor is it Adamic perfection, but
has destroyed my faith in the Christian perfection, which is com
Prayer, he explained, is nothing but S
a reflex; it can affect none but the New Testament, so what am I to do?" manded, according to Matthew 5:48;
one who prays, and it can effect noth
So it goes, and I fear too much of having the same mind and possessing
ing but that which may be altered in good Christian money is going into the same love as Jesus.
the seeker's life.
Holiness is not perfect knowledge; it
schools which are doing more to de
Many a young man I have heard stroy the faith than to save it, and is not perfection of the head, but a
LITTLE
CONSECRATED perfect heart which is promised. Not
question, "What shall we believe? TOO
What do we believe?" Yes, what do MONEY GOES TO SCHOOLS LIKE many mighty men can see the Way of
I cannot Holiness, but some poor fishermen of
we believe! The beautiful treachery TAYLOR UNIVERSITY.
(Continued on page 11.)
of the critics has done its work. The comprehend why it is that people
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MOTHER'S SURPRISE

TACKLING THE "DUMMY"
I do not propose as some may suppose, to explain the usual meaning of
the phrase, "tackling the dummy.'^ I
grant you that this might be an interesting subject in the realm of
sports, but it is of minor interest to
me. The dummy that I refer to is
,,
. .
. . ,,
,
the one that is found in the class,,
room in college.

velops a case of heart-palpitation
whenever he enters the lecture-room.

"Well, that's one thing I never had.
I've been to lots of parties for other
folks, and once when I was a little
girl my folks had a party for me—
but a real surprise, I never had!"
We were talking about surprise
parties, birthday surprises, when my
mother made the above remark.
My sisters and I could1 not forget
it. Our mother had never had a birth
day surprise! And her birthday was
just one week away.

pfjs wj10ie being crys out against enteririg the place that to him is a
logical reasoning. An(d),
swamp of
Mother had often had parties for
my (jear reader, do you not sympa- us, and surprises too, but we never
thize with him. But perhaps you have had given a party for mother.
never been caught in its quagmire,
"We've got to do it, girls," I said,
Drowning men catch at straws, ihe "Mother mustn't be able to say any
„
,
,
unfortunate student clutches wildly longer that she nc"cr had a Mirmise
, .,
^ . , ,. ,
,. . ,
at iaeas to help him keep his intel- party!"
"But how can we?" Juanita asked.
Since he may be an unusual char- iectual head above water, and he
acter as the basis of a theme, it may, fin(js those ideas mere straws. The "Her birthday is on Monday. She will
perhaps, be well to give my readers class-room is not the only swamp the be washing and the house will look
a conception of my understanding weary contender has to mire through, terrible."
of the "college dummy". He is the T
"Well, we'll have it F iday night,"
student who comes to college with He ^as another to cross every even- I said. "Mother will have the house
bright hopes and flamboyant ideas
between the hours of seven and all cleaned on Friday, anyway, and
1-TITA1TTA A'AI/VAI/' n n d if
AA /.'I r\ vi Af Tinri
twelve o'clock and if he
did not find
of college life. In viewing the whole
we'll get Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Stew
a small spot of firm ground where he
of this college life he does not give
ard to invite the people, so that
couldl slumber wearily, he would
specific consideration to its parts.
mother will not hear us."
. ..
.
. ,, . probably continue to flounder in its
TT.
His aspirations are eagle-like in their r
„
"Iva," called my mother just then,
ooze until the, wee sma hours , of
soaring, but his immediate and! prac
"have you a place for the class party
the morning.
tical application to his tasks is snail
Friday night?"
Is there no hope for this baffled
like in its movement. He is like the
I had forgotten all about that class
anxious steed that prances in an contender who began his work so party! What should I do?
ticipation of moving the load, but confidently. Alas! there is none so
"No", I answered slowly, "I think
fails to know that the tugs must be long as his secondary training dls- we'd better put it off a week, don't
tightened. This student may be listen- ciplines his mind in the slipshod easy- you? It's fair week, and anyway it's
ing, apparently, to the lecture, but going way prevalent in these days, too late to let all the folks know aupon a sudden quiz from the in- There are a few mind tonics that are bout it, now."
structor, he must adjust his mental beneficial in the secondary schools,
"Not if you get busy at once," she
state to the class-room atmosphere. They are kept in vials labeled as replied. "Iva, you really mustn't put
Although he may be inclined to ap- languages, mathematics and sciences, things off so much. Go down to Joe's
pear as wise in his consideration of Their ingredients are such elements immediately and see if he can enter
the subject, he virtually betrays the as conjugations, declensions, deduct- tain.."
fact that he knows nothing about it. ions, synthesis and analysis. The remThere was nothing to do but to go.
For instance, it is immaterial to him edies are sometimes unpleasant to the
My sisters were disappointed, think
whether the sun, "sets", or "sits". He taste and are often shunned by the
ing we could not have mother's
is apt to declare that Tennyson wrote patient suffering intellectual malady.
party. But I had a bright idea!
"Tam O' Shanter", or that , ' To A pet me warn y0u, therefore, pros"Come with me, girls", I said.
Waterfowl", was produced by Mark pective collegians, have a brave and
"What on earth shall
we
do?"
Twain.
an enduring heart, and when these
Juanita asked after we had left the
The usual way in which this un- remeutes are prescribed, do not hesihouse.
fortunate hopeful is "tackled"', by the
in order that you may be
"Can't we have the party at all?"
majority of pedagogues is amusing
spared fiom "sleeping sickness" of
to the observer, but to the two par college "take your medicine" in Marjorie asked earnestly.
"I'll tell you, kiddies, "I replied,
ticipants, it has its serious side. To the secondary school.
the instructor who is vitally interest
—hlaude Groth' '26. using my pet name for them, "We'll
go down and ask Mr. and Mrs. Davis
ed in the welfare of the so-called,
•n come to mot.; . 's part.;.
"victim", there is present that feel
ing of "interested sympathy",—someOne who can learn to accept with"But what will you tell mother
times. To the student it may appear out complaining the misfortune that when you get back?" they ques
as though the instructor has mislead „
,,
,
. . . .
, c a n n o t b e h e l p e d , w i l l s a v e t h e r e b y a tioned.
this quality among the numerous and
"Don't worry about that. We'll see
well-meant themes, under which the great deal of eller8T with which to
when the time comes. You keep still
lecture table groans. After experi- combat the ills that are not inevitand let me do the talking. I promise
encing this situation, the student de- able.
you I'll not tell her a thing that isn't
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so."
I told. Mrs. Davis all about our
plans, and she seemed delighted with
the idea,
"Then it will be all right with you
if we put the class party off a week?"
I asked.
"Surely," she responded.
"And you'll come to mother's
party?"
I'll be glad to," she answered.
We were delighted. Everything was
working out nicely!
"Well, what did Mrs. Davis say
about the party?" mother asked as
soon as I entered the house.
"She said it would be all right with
her," I replied,
"Fine!" she exclaimed. "So much
better than putting it off until next
week."
"Yes, I think so, too," I replied, and
left the room quickly, joining my
sisters who, in their effort to keep
from laughing, had slipped out of the
room.
All that week mother made plans
for the class party at the Davis home.
Since she was teacher of the class,
she invited all the young people in
the neighborhood.
But in the meantime we also were
making preparations, and our plans
were
working out
better
than
mother's.
At last Friday came. My sisters and
I were away until about four o'clock,
but mother found it necessary to be
away from home all day.
"Fine!" I told the girls. "We can
get things ready and she'll never
know it."
Just before supper mother came
home.
"I must hurry and make a cake,"
she said. "I told Mrs. Davis on my
way that we should probably be late.
But you girls can go early, and your
father and I will come later."
My sisters were finding it hard to
keep from smiling, as well as I. How
ever, I managed; to answer, in what
was intended to be a cai eless tone,
"All right!"
When my father came in, mother
told him her plans. He agreed to them,
of course, and quickly excused liiinse!l t. finish some work out of doors.
There was no doubt about it!
Mother did not suspect anything. If
we could keep our faces straight just
two more hours, everything would be
all right, mother would surely be
surprised.
"You girls must get ready for the
party now," she said. "I'll begin to
get ready too, and then maybe I can

help daddy when he comes in."
It didn't take us girls long to .dress
for the party, but we had just fin>>•! ed when the Ivst guest) armed,
-- three young people who belonged
to mother's Sunday School class,
"Why, I told them the party was to
be at Joe's," she said. "You go tell
them, and you girls go on with them.
It's funny they misunderstood me."
I was seized1 with an uncontrollable
desire to laugh and I left the room
and told the guests what mother hadl
saidi
"Why, it's queer we made such a
mistake," one of them said slyly. "I
was sure we were to come here."
"Well, let's go on," said another.
And we started on, leaving mother
trying to make my father hurry.
But, men, like women, ican be
dreadfully slow at times, and my
father found it best to dally that
night, so when we returned in a few
minutes with a crowd of people we
had met between our home and that
of Mr. Davis, mother had not yet suc
ceeded in getting him started.
Everybody rushed into the house.
My mother looked preplexed and
shocked, and then she laughed as she
saw how we had surprised her,
It was an ideal night, and never
was a party more sccessful. About
sixty people were there, and everyone
seemed to enjoy it to the utmost.
"Eats!" cried someone finally, and
everybody made a rush for the dining
room. The table was loaded with all
kinds of things to eat. There was
more than any crowd of sixty people
could eat.
"And now," announced Mr. Bene
dict, our Sunday School superin
tendent, "we want to give you a little
gift to show you how much we think
of
you, and to wish you a very
happy birthday." And he handed her
a beautiful hand-painted salad dish.
There were tears in mother's eyes,tears of joy we knew, for mother
realized! now, as she never had before,
how much we all cared for her.
She spoke a few words of thanks.
The company broke up, and the party
was over. But mother had had her
surprise.
Iva Hawkins
College '26.
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One purpose ours, one glorious aim—
The world's one Saviour and this
Saviour's name—
Ours to herald; to trust; to love;
Till to the world we clasp we give—
Jesus!
Had the members of the Cosmopol
itan Club other purpose than this,
Taylor University would not rejoice
at our presence, for we should never
have torn loose the bands of home
and country, except it had been (as
it is) to follow Jesus. And we should
never have known or appreciated our
American brothers in Christ, as they
deserve to be known and appreciat
ed, for they are a great people. Not
as great perhaps as they think but
nevertheless a great people.
Mr. Chang who has already been
introduced, received part of his ed
ucation at a missionary school in
China, where, while still a boy, he
faced the unhappy situation of a
home in which drink and1 the Devil
held dominion. Against this dominion
his best efforts and resources (lack
ing Jesus Christ) only proved fruit
less whenever he attempted to re
monstrate.
Weighed down by such conditions
in his own home, and perceiving that
countless others were under the same
dreadful influence, Mr. Chang began
to seek for an inward remedy, one
that would lay hold) of his heart. And
this it was that in attending the
Missionary school Chang found Jesus,
and discovered at the same time that
his heart was satisfied.
In ecstacy of joy, our Chinese
brother set out to learn more about
this satisfying Saviour, that he might
be able to tell his people of Him and
have them understand. After a time
spent in France, Mr. Chang came to
America and thence to Taylor.
By the joy that glows from his face
we know that Chang's acquaintence
with Christ is growing closer, and we
also know that in the near future, a
light will shine forth among the
heathen and streams of living water
will gush out in the desert as Chang
tells his people of One who satisfies
the heart and fills the soul with
peace.
The Cosmopolitan Club is telling of
itself in this way because we wish the
people of this land in which we so
journ to look beyond their own back
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB
yard and behold their neighbor's need,
Our arms reach round the world and and that they may go over and assist
with a saving message rather than
clasp it close.
Our hearts with banded love, made with a consoling sympathy.
More coming from a different
strong; beat as one.
quarter! Read it! —C. D. Clench.
And for the world.
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The day haS COme when the teacher
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definite standards or not. But today
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Associate Editor
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Report Editor
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Literary Editor
Louise Smith 'he proper training for
life they
Local Editor
Helen Wing must have teachers who are definite
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Dorothea Leech 'n their teaching.
Alumni Editor
Ethel Morton
We are told by those who know
Athletic Editor
Harold Eaton that the missionary who goes into
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the missionary who can give them
nothing better than that which they
have. Why is it that so many mis
sionaries fail to reach the real heart
and life of the people among whom
they labor? Is it not because they
fail to emphasize .definitely the real
issues of life. Oh, the hearts that
have to go away hungry when they
find that the missionary has no bread
in his spiritual basket.

its formed in our school days that
Perhaps the most pitiable sample
generally influence us most in later of indefiniteness is the preacher who
life, they would understand the im- bas
positive note in his ministry.
In all ages there have been a numportance of being
definite in all Could we visit the churches of our
er o people who never have been thjngs nQW who careg fQr Qur gradg country some Sunday we could find

INDEFINITENESS

nntCdeUn /"in th becaUSe ,they W<£e in college if we are contented in Plenty who would fal1 under this
,
pursuits. In this makjng it Qnly seventy-five per cent. class- So many who are called min"
,5 ™ Wfnref
t.6™?
m perfect when we could have made it isters of the S°sPel fail to preach
•
.
° ,, °
whom
..mlg !; ninety-five or more by a little more definitely the great doctrines of the
e said
at
ey are in the valley of definite effort? who cares for what Bible.. Some will tell us that there is
we say R we supplement our state- no need of a blood-religion, that the
nrlTf^rtti ,lerC,aS a>?
d t0
., ,. ' ®. f
umamty. In mentg wjth an (<I thjnk gQ„ jngtead resurrection was only a myth, that
the time of battle they are not found
of an "I know so"? Why do we lose there is no hell, that God is t0° g°od
in the front ranks but often they are go
our de"bating when to punish anyone and that all that
fail
fires'ofTeTor.dThen Tended m
definite in our stateto
1-ike
1
simrl
nn
a,'
i
tV,
ments?
Why, does the Dean hesitate
on to take a stand on some issue thev
endeavor to adjust themselves to their to give us the same or a better task
immediate circumstances, thereby ex- the second year as a means to helP
posing their indefiniteness and dis- °urselves thl0Ugh school when he
qualifying themselves far real ser- bas learned that we were more anxious about putting in' our time than
vice.
about doing our work with exactness
We may find members of this class
.during the first year? Why is it that
in almost every trade or profession
schools like Taylor University have
but for this occasion we will notice
, ,
.
, little desiie for students who have no
some lacks ot defmiteness in only
,
.,
. ... , .
..
J definite
„
,,
,
aim in hie but are attending
four walks of life.
,,
,
.
college merely to have a good time
e college student who shows a Qr because their rich uncle is paying
tenqency toward indefiniteness is in „
.
.
,
need of sympathy, for if he fails at a11 expenses in order that they might
this point while in college what will have a name with a college degree at-

we need to do is to live good moral
l
i u may be classed l.as extreml_

hves- Such

• <

b,Ut ther® are ™a"y who may b*
5
°f .f'i*
^f n-e
definitely on some doctrines of the
Bible as they have them recorded in
their own discipline.
There is many a pastor today who
has taken the advise of some backslidden church member and no longer
preaches that a person must be born
.
,
again and that one of the essentials
„
.
...
,
,i
ot salvation is that a believer should
be sanctified as a second definite
wn.-k of ornre Thev still refer to
doctHnes occasiona)iy but it is
g0 embarrassing to preacb that a sin-

he do when he comes face to face tached to it? thus, to a class of stu- ner needs to repent or that a believer
with a cold, hungry world?
Could dents with such indefinite principles needs to be sanctified. Such preachers
they fully realize that it is the hab- in life, the door of opportunity sel- are indif'inite. They say it doesn't
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matter. We would agree with them ities because
the power of Christ Now Georgie had a little Ford
that occasionally it would not be rested upon him; but he did not
No bigger than a bun.
necessary to say any more than to re- glory in his sin. Therefore Holiness The more girls he could crowd therefer to the doctrine of the New Birth admits of many infirmities, but not
in,
or Holiness but we do say that there one sin.
The greater was the fun;
will come times wien a preacher has
Holiness is not freedom from temp- What's more, no one could ever guess
to take a definite stand and tell his tation; but temptation is not gin *
His fav'rite one.
people what are the essentials of sal- less you yield tQ it We shal, always
vation. n
e words of Dr. Paul, we be open tQ the attackg of satan> for Frost was a happy guy
mig 4 say>
it ^ doesn t matter, it in no otber way would our aiiegiance
Who lived by himself.
doesnt ma er; ut if it does matter, to God be proved by trials and temp. He always kept his cheese and pie
it does matter.
Lying on the shelf.
tations.
May every student, teacher, misHoliness is not regeneration This Soon the rats and the mice
sionary, and pastor who reads this is the birth of tbe soul jnto the KCreated such a strife,
article realize that it pays to be dom of Godj which includes forgive_ He took a look around the place,
definite in all his work if he wants ness of sins> the impartation of life
Prospecting for a wife,
success and the approval of heaven eternal> and the witnesg of tbe Spirit> But now the folks have found him
out'
upon his labors.
to our acceptance with God. Holiness
~
is the removal of indwelling sin from
'eads a hunted life.
CHRONICLES
the soul. Holiness is the second work
H. W.
_
of grace subsequent to regeneration,
Jan. 22 We hear that Gib Ayres no^ necessarily more religion, or more
ALUMNI AND FORMER
was served pork garnished with eel- i0VCj or more power, but a cleansing
STUDENTS
ery leaves last Thursday for dinner. 0-f tbe sou) frorn tbe pollution of sin
,,,
... , . !
~T
,
Jan. 23 The next time you don't by the baptism of the Holy Ghost and 0
^ ™ a"endlng Ash^
care for your pie, Davey, give it to jrjre
College, Wilmore, Kentucky, this
some one who can utilize it.
Holiness is not a state from which yean
Jan. 24 Maurice
Dumesnil,
a you cannot fall, but a condition where
, ..
,
rr.
T
French Pianist, gives a recital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Tressler
you may be kept from failinJg as you
S® °
Jan. 25—The sick list numbers ten walk jn the light> It is not that you ^
®
to-dayare unable to sin, but by the power Christian Missionary Alliance Mission
Jan. 26 Philo Program. Original of God you are able not to sin, m Harnsburg, ?a- They are beginng a serlas °f meetings onFeh. 6th.
numbers, by original people.
though the liability t0 sin ever re. *"
he
6 tZfr °f NeW CaStle
Jan. 27—The championship basket mains Purity is not maturity.; you ^
f.V'u
e
e sPea er.
ball game between the Eurekas and may not understand very much or a- W1
Eulogs. Who are the champions? Eu- comprehend the deep things of God,
„
, —
T ,
Ula Cassel 22 has accepted a posilogs! Eulogs!
but
can be pure ln heart.-Ex. .
tlon on the faculty of the Messiah
Jan. 28—Some escapade for a Sunday morning. Eh what! Cfaurchie? e n A lvrivr A TniNITTQ' 1VTTR<ST7PV Hible School at Granthan, Pa. She
Kitty?
GRAMMA JUJNGS INUKSJlKy wlu teach Engiish and Latin.
T
Clf\
»m •
-n/r
t
,
Kll I IVlll/IJ
ml
Jan. 29—Tis Monday. The letter
box at the Dining Hall is once again
Heard at the Soangatha Banquet
hlr. and Mrs. John Collier (Lucille
found chuked full.
Dunlap) annuonce the birth of a
Jan. 30—Nothing exciting happens. Hood Doctor Keith he went a-fishin'
daughter, Margaret Lucille, born JanNothing exciting to tell.
Hor to catch a pain, sir,
uary 21. Their T. U. friends send conJan. 31—The student teachers are And a11 the water that he had
gratulations.
Was water on the brain, slrentertained at the M. E. parsonage.
Mr. Collier is preaching in NoblesFeb. 1—If it is as foggy to-morrow
ville, Indiana.
as it is to-day the ground hog will Hark! Hark! The dogs may baik,
never see his shadow
Hut the girls can't go to town,
L. C. Michels is in school at Asbury
Feb. 2 Thalo Program
Unless some maiden all forlorn,
College, Wilmore, Kentucky.
Who would scare a cow with a
Feb. 3—Philo-Thalo basket ball
game. Rah! Rah! Thalos! Come on.
crumpled horn,
Chester Whitnack is attending high
Philos. We'll get them next time. ' Attends them with a frown.
school at Portland, Indiana.
leb. 4—Hold that letter tight the
0ur Registrar> so People say,
next time, Mildred.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Weaver (Cleo
Just let his wile have her own way,
Beekman) are living at Kuse, Okla.
Till she bought him a Ford,
Mr. Weaver is a teacher in the pubHOLINESS IS NOT
lie school at that place.
And now be js bored,
By crowds waiting to ride ev'ry day.
(Continued from page 7.)
Announcements have been received
Galilee did, and we have known hun- Smithy was a slender man
on the campus of the marriage of
dreds of the Lord's poor who enjoy
Who traveled many a mile,
Evelyn Maurine Garrett to Walter
this blessing, while many who are And round and round the campus ran W. Rose on Saturday January 20th.
very learned could not understand it.
Just to catch Johnnie's smile.
Miss Garrett is the daughter of Mr.
Holiness is not freedom from in- And when this smile began to dawn, and Mrs. Guy C. Garrett of Oquawka
fitmities. The Holy Spirit helpeth our
With all his might and main,
Illinois. They will be at home after
infirmities, but never helps our sins. He'd do another Marathon
February 1st at Terre Haute, 111. ConThe Apostle Paul gloried in his infirm- To make her smile again.
gratulations Walter!
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"Friend '0 Mine" and "Lonesome—•
That's All." These were enjoyed very
much as shown by the loud applause
for an encore. The number entitled
"Special" proved to be a parlor scene
in which a young lady was receiving
her evening callers.
"Churchie"
certainly knows how to handle 'em.
The Thalonian Review came to us
over the radio from Chicago. The
radio has been a wonderful invention
reading by Miss Churchill and a because without it we should have
MNANKAS
piano solo by Miss Daugherty. Dr. had no Review.—A. Rehme '25.
A very interesting session of the paul then concluded the program by
Mnanka Debating Club was held on a few brief remarks and dismissed
EULOGONIANS
January twenty-seventh. The subject the company with prayer,
There was no regular session of the
for debate was, Resolved: That unThe success of the banquet is due
truthfulness is a greater menace to in a large measure to the committees club on the evening of January 27th,
since a large number of the members
the •—general xpublic than stealing.
charge,
the
tJ - The
- in
xxx
VAMJ. ^ vj the
v "eats",
v*
y
v*<\/ program,
x v/g x uxxxj
"ill
.
.
tbe s°angetaha banquet
affirmative was upheld by Misses. Mae and the decoration committees. The attj:
The regular session of the club was
Skow and Wilodene Countryman and club wishes to thank them,
the negative by Misses Lucy Larison
On February 4 he Soangetahas met held at 6:30, February 3rd, with the
and Elsie Kellar. The judges decided in regular session in Room 3. The usual enthusiastic attendance and
in favor of the affirmative;" so after program consisted of a debate on the vice-president Witmer in the chair,
such a decision beware of little white question, "Resolved: That the flap- After Professor Phillips led the delies.
per is making our colleges unsafe for votions> the resignation of Mr. Harold
On the following Saturday evening the old-fashioned girl." The affirma- E. Kenrick, as president of the club,
after the invocation and a few min- tive was supported by the Misses was read. The resignation was ac
utes given to business, the club ad- Bruner and Rowland, while the "flap- cepted with deep regrets. Mr. Kenjourned to visit the Eulogonians for per" was defended by Miss Krause r'ck L'nds tbat evangelistic duties
the rest of the hour.. Every Mnanka and Miss Blank.. The judges decided necessitate Us absence on Saturday
heartily enjoyed the "Green Carpet" in favor of the affirmative.
evenings, thus making it impossible
faculty scene given by the Eulogs.
Plans for the inter-club debate to for him to Bet int° the vital work'
The Mnankas are showing a fins be held with our sister-club, the in%s of the club" He bas the healdy
spirit of loyalty and an added inter- Mnankas, on February 22 are being God"sPeed of the club and we only
est in their club at each session.— made. Miss Lindsey and Miss Hawk- wish that more of us might have the
ins"wilT'TepTesent' the" So'angeTahas °PP°rt™ities to go out over the week
Reporter, Shoemaker.
and uphold the negative of the ends and teI1 people of JeSUS' TblS
SOANGETAHAS
question, "Resolved: That the United action places\ Mr" Witf^ ™ tb®
States should enter the League of Presidency. The name of Mr. Harold
The regular session of the club XT
„ T< ™ ,r , •
r,
Eaton was then nominated for vicefnv 7„„,
<V7
... ,
„
NatioinsJl—L E. Hawkins, C '26
lor January 27 was omitted to allow
president. Thereupon, a ballot was
our members to attend a reunion of
cast by the secretary in his favor.
THALONIAN LITERARY
the Jones family at the old Jones
The program of the evening was
SOCIETY
homestead. The reunion was held in
called the "Green Carpet Scene."
honor of Betsy Ross Jones (Edith
Certain members of the club posed as
The Thalos entertained
Collins) and Sylvia Pankhurst Jones thusiastic audience last Friday even- faculty members and a meeting was
(Florence Beale) who not long ago ing with the following program:
called for the purpose of considering
distinguished themselves in debate. Invocation
.
Chaplain the cases of three students who were
About eighty of the Jones' and their Solo
Miss Velma Cassidy supposed to have violated some of
friends were present.
Reading
.'. "Sonny" Naden the institution's rules. This was not
After the invocation by Prof. Wray Solo
Wm. McNeil put on as a mock faculty meeting
a dinner consisting of fruit cocktail, Special
but only to bring out the Eulogonveal cutlets, mashed potatoes, rolls, Thalonian Review
Editor ian conception of a true meeting in
creamed peas, olive, salad, ice cream,
After the opening prayer by Mr. the light of Taylor's traditions and
wafers and coffee was served.
Olson, Miss Cassidy sang "I am spiritual standards. Mr. Eugene PilDuring the dinner music was rend- Happy in Him". "Sonney" surprised grim very ably took the part of Dr.
ered by the orchestra and was great- us ap antj rea(j "imhh-M" a selection Jraul and managed the business in a
ly appreciated by all present. Clever jn German dialect. "Billy" sang, true to life fashion. After the ofand original toasts were given by —r
1
§f
the judges of the debate, by the
Soangetaha faculty advisor, Prof.
Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way
Glasier, by a representative of each
And You'll Realize Real Eyes
of the other debating clubs, by the
Soangetaha inter-club debaters of
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION, IND.
last term and by other friends of the
club. The company was also delight
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies
ed by a vocal solo by Mr. Diaz, a

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
fences were stated the secretary, Mr.
Ernest Smith, took the part of the
DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE
students and gave the defences in
With Steam Table service, Hot
order. The violations were various
Sandwiches at all hours and
and considerably serious, but follow
Coffee for the nervous
ing the pros and cons by the several
Our
dinner lunch is 25c
members, the spirit of forgiveness
was employed and the student given
reasonable punishment.
The club was highly honored by
the visit of the Mnankas in a body
DENTIST
as well as many other welcome visit
Office
Phone
192. Res. Phone 193.
ors. Come again. This year the interCooley
Blk.
Hartford City
club spirit among all clubs is very
gratifying as evidenced by occasional
visits upon regular club sessions.
The present Eulogonian status is
O. C. BOWEN & CO.
very encouraging and still greater
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
are our aspirations now that Mr..
GROCERIES,
Witmer humbly shoulders the re
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
sponsibility. Eulogonians are coming
to realize more fully that the club
Upland ----- Indiana]
is one of the efficient means to the
end of making us more effective
channels for the working of the Holy
Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Spirit.—McLaughlin, '24.
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL
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Quality
Hosiery

DR. W. H. ERVIN

PHILALETHEAN

You should have attended the pro
gram given by the Fhilaletheans on
Friday evening, January 26.
Every
number was original with the one
who presented it. Even the poster
in the hall was so curious that all
who observed it were eager to be
present. Even though it rained, the
attendance was good.
A unique method was used to in
duce the audience to fill the front
seats first. Entrance to the rows of
seats in the rear was obstructed by
the Philo colons, which were re
moved by the usher when necessary.
After the chaplain led in devotion
al exercises, Miss Esther M. Atkinson
played a group of her piano com
positions. Mr. Wesley Draper read
an original story. Miss Mildred Whetzel read two of her poems in one of
which she told how the greatest
success of the society may be attain
ed. The climax of the poem lies in
this stanza:
"And so from time to time,
As duty on you may fall,
Will you not please co-operate
And answer the censor's call?"
Miss Edith Rlosner played a "cor
net" solo, though
no instrument
could be seen. Just how she did it
is still a mystery.. For a second en
core she gave the bugle call so clear
ly that some of the students were
carried back to former days. An un
usual treat was given by Professor
Pogue, who read one of his stories.
He deserved and received1 the en- .

Upland, Ind.

Phone 211 j

High Grade
SHOES
W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT
Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.
Hartford City, Ind.

The University Grocery
Full Line of Groceries, Notions,
Hosiery, Etc.

CITY BARBER SHOP
Barber Supplies For Sale
TROUT & WEAVER

UPLAND STATE BANK
Upland, Ind.

Capital $25,000.00

CANDY—YUM! YUM!
Good Eats in General

SERVICE HARDWARE
The first Hardware Store on
your way down town.
Student Patronage Solicited.
Upland

Indiana

Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER, President
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

WOMEN'S WEAR
THE QUEEN CITY
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK

MARION, IND.
Phone 507

SEND IT TO

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS"
Laundry
Dry Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning
Watch for the White Truck

BROWN LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.
LOYD OLSON, Agent
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thusiastic applause which he always
evokes from an audience. Miss Ethel
M. Buffington read1 two of her poems,
after which Miss Esther Carman and
Miss Wells sang one of Miss Buffington's songs written to a familiar tune,
The Standard by Mr. A. C,. Thompson concluded the program.
It is the purpose of the Philalethean Literary Society to instruct and
to develop as well as to entertain,
Every member therefore, will be giva chance as soon as possible to answer the censor's call."
E. M. Buffington '25.

HOLINESS LEAGUE
A number of visitors from Marion
helped to make the meeting a success
on Friday evening February 26.. Mrs.
Dittamore of Marion gave a helpful
message based upon the verse, "Seek
ye the Lord in the days of thy youth."
She spoke of the many opportunities
and blessings that have come to her
during the years she has served the
Lord. She has found Jesus to be a
"lover", "chum", and "companion".
The Holy Ghost is her 'spokesman".
Mrs. Dittamore said she is going to
pray regularly for
the
Holiness
League as well as for Taylor University at large.
,
_
.,
Miss Velma Cassidy sang in the
„ . .,
.
., , .
r,
„
Spirit, "They Are XT
Nailed to the Cross. '

ed by personal experience (always
the most conclusive) that complete
surrender meant saying good-bye to
worry and doubt, and an introduction
to the "riches in glory" which are
for God's heir through Christ.
On January 30, Andrew Sudah, our
Arabian brother, brought to us an
inspiring message on faith. In listeni"!! t° incidents of his life, Mr. Sudah's hearers could not but notice
how simple and childlike was his
trust, in his "big, big, Jesus." Truely
we feel that could we but see the
"King in his beauty", we too would
have a "big, big, Jesus" and we too
would have faith less affected and
more childlike.
-As a prayer band we pray that the
Lord shall remove our blindness, that
we may see Him through the eyes of
faith, and that we being taught to
PraY> shall ask believing, knowing
that "He is a rewarder of them that
diligently seek Him."—C. D. Clench

VOLUNTEER BAND

Dr. 0. M. Flinn
DENTIST

|

Special Inducements to Students

i

Marion, Indiana
402 Glass Block
Phone 384 j

BEN BRADFORD
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Upland
Indiana!

All the latest
Sheet Music
Victor Records
Player Rolls
Steinway
Pianos and
other leading
makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos

0n the evening of January 22 the
Volunteer Band met and voted to
send three delegates to the State ConMarion, Ind.
vention at Indianapolis on lebruary
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent
A, an<^ ^L -After the business of
the eveninS was taken care of, Mr.
Chang, our Chinese student took
,
„ ,,
, .
T,
charge
of the service. It
seemed in
,. s
.
this service, as in other services conA few moments had to be spent in ducted by our brothers and sisters
testimony, for many had received from other lands, that our hearts
blessings which they could scarcely were strangely stirred. Those who atcontain.
tend the Student Volunteer
Band
Opposite Glass Block
On February 2, Society Hall was have been peculiarly blessed by hearMARION, INDIANA
crowded. Several visitors attended ing Jesus speak through some of his
this meeting, also, many requests for humble servants from across the
prayer were presented and the pres- waters.—Edith Collins '25 Secy.
ence of God was manifested as these
On January 29 after a song and
requests were brought to Him. Such prayer service and the reading of a
assurance of victory came that a Scripture lesson by the President,
testimony meeting was indispensable. Mr. Bowe spoke to the Band. Mr. and
—E. M. Buffington, '2!. Mrs. Bowe have spent three years as
Missionaries in the Belgian Congo,
PRAYER BAND
under the Africa Inland Mission. Mr.
—
Bowe is improving the time he is
True consecration brings about home on furlough by pursuing his
true self forgetfulness for he who studies here at Taylor. He expects to
has given himself to Christ, no long- return to Africa again,
er travails with his own imperfecMr. Bowe told how a group of
tions, but sees instead his Savior's young people twenty-seven years arighteousness. He rests, knowing that go felt the call to Africa. They apChrist is able to save to the utter- plied to several mission boards to
most and perfect that which he has send them out, but for lack of funds
begun.
they were refused. But the call of
At the conclusion of our prayer God was upon them.
After much
meeting of Jan. 23, Miss Martin for- prayer they felt led to go by faith
Glasses Scientifically Fitted
cibly drew attention to the sin of to that Dark Continent, without the
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
coming short of full consecration, il- backing of any mission board. They
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN
lustrating her message by the fate landed at Mombassa. All but three of
421-422 Marion National Bank
of Ananias and Sapphira, Acts 5.. But them died before they had been there
[Phone 246
Marion, Ind.
on the other hand Miss Martin show- long, but reinforcements came and

House of Butler

SHOE CO.

Ralph C. Cottrell
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the work grew. This was the begin
ning of the Africa Inland) Mission
which today has more missionaries
in Africa than any other mission.
This mission is both international and
interdenominational. It never solicits
funds. Its policy is "Full information
but no solicitation" and God supplies
the needs.
It is now endeavoring to establish
a chain of mission stations from
Mombassa to Lake Tchad in order to
check the rapid spread of Moham
medanism.
Mr. Bowe told about many thrill
ing experiences and about the won
derful way in which God led them.
They were shipwrecked before land
ing there among people with a
strange language. Most of their out
fit hadl been lost. Besides this a fam
ine was abroad in the land. Yet God
supplied all their needs, gave them
liberty in preaching the Gospel, hon
ored their faith by saving souls and
in many other ways verified his word
"Lo, I am with you always."
—Otto W. Michel '24, Reporter.

RINTING that pleases.
RICES most reasonable.
LENTY of equipment.
ROMPT service.

M a y w e s e r v e you?

Yeater Publishing Co.
Phone 1061

Upland, Ind.

—

A BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
On the evening of February 5th
the Inter-collegiate debaters met as
usual with Prof. Glasier to work on
their debates. At about 9:30 they
were excused, but one remained to
keep the Professor's attention while
the others went to the commercial
room to finish the arrangements for
the surprise. In a few minutes a
messenger was sent to tell the profes
sor that some people were waiting in
the commercial room to see him. As
he entered the room, his eyes fell on
the table beautifully lighted with
candles. Then birthday wishes came
from the debaters whom he supposed
had gone to their rooms. About an
hour was spent around the table "eat
ing and making merry", and at the
close Mr. Bowe arose and made very
appropriate remarks, expressing for
the debaters their appreciation of the
help Prof. Glasier is giving them, and
then presented to him a beautiful
gold pencil, after which the profes
sor responded with a few remarks.
Those present were Misses Kettyle,
Louise Smith, Beal, Prof, and Mrs.
Glasier, Messrs. Bowe, Edwin Briggs,
Witmer and Oliver. Because of ill
ness Mr. Denbo was unable to be
piesent.—M. K.
Jesus Christ does not permit the
authority of his throne to be shared
by the devil.
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No doubt you believe

BLUMENTHAL & CO.
'The Best Place to shop after All.'
Marion's Greatest Style Center
Quality Merchandise Only—

-— --—

THE LARRIMER ART SHOP
is the very best place in this sec
tion for photographs and frames.
As usual, this year, we give 25%
discount to Taylor students, and
promise you our best work.

-— - - - - •

The Golden Eagle
YOUR STORE

Men's and Boys' Furnishings

UPLAND

THE CLOTHCRAFTSTORE

GAS CITY
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DR. F. L. RESLER
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Over Postoffice
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104
Upland, Indiana

W. E. WAGONER
DENTIST
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
Phone 1235
Marion, Ind. j
the Philo's "pep" was conspicuous be
cause of its absence and the Thalos
On Saturday, January twenty-sev literally "ran away with them." Al
enth, the Eulogonian victory over the though only four minutes elapsed be
Eureka team concluded the three fore the final whistle blew, the Tha
game series between the two men's los had increased their lead from 6
debating clubs.
to 17, making the final score 36 to 19.
The Eurekans had1 won the first,
Although this is the Philo's second
and the Eulogs the second game of defeat this season, a great improve
the series. The Eureka team was ment in the team is noticed by those
handicapped by the sickness of some who witnessed the first game. It is
of its players, but put up a plucky generally thought that the next game
though losing fight. The final score will be an exhibition of exceptional
was 36 to 17.
ly fast basketball, with both teams about evenly matched.
W atch out,
PHILO—THALO
Thalos!
Remember
the
night
of De
Saturday night, February third, the
gymnasium was the scene of a con cember sixteenth when the Smith—
flict in the form of a basketball game Johnson combination suffered its first
between the old-time rivals; the Phi- defeat.
LINE-UP
los and the Thalos- The "grandstand"
PHILO
THALO
was packed to capacity, and some
Rupp
(4)
R.
F.
Ernest
Smith
(9)
who were unable to find seats "perch
L.F.
Johnson (12)
ed" on the exercising bars at one end Ayres (7)
C
Pangborn (8)
of the room. Society spirit was mani Paul (8)
R. G.
Whitmer (4)
fested all during the game, and at Wing
M,
E.
Thompson
L.
G.
Earl
Smith (3)
times the yelling was so deafening
Substitutions—W hitmer for Pangthat the cheer leaders had difficulty
born and McCrimmon for Whitmer.
in announcing their cheers.
The lack of organization in the
When the opening whistle blew,
yelling at the game was very evident
the Thalos started off with a rush,
and caused much embarrassment to
making twelve points before the Phithe cheer leaders; Trafton and Holterlos succeeded in caging one basket.
man. This could be remedied if the
The latter found themselves soon,
members of the societies would turn
however, and at the end of the first
out to the pep meetings called by
quarter the score stood 13 to 5 in
the leaders. What say, students? Let's
favor Of the Thalos.
The second
show some society spiiit in this mat
quarter was fast, each team "hitting"
ter and stand back of our hard-work
two field goals, thus making the
ing yell leaders.—D. Wing '26.
score at the end of the first half 17
to 9. Until the last four minutes the
The woman with a short memory is
second half was one of the fastest consoled by the tnought that she can
and hardest fought periods of play soon lot get her most emba. raising
that has been witnessed this season.
moments.
Each team had "found its stride" and
was going at break-neck speed. When
the Thalo team called time out to re
cover their fast failing wind the PhiDENTIST
los had taken another two points
Successor to W. D„ Place
from the Thalos lead and the score
stood 21 to 15. When the whistle a101 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind.
gain summoned the players to action

Eureka—Eulogonian

FRANK R. PETERS j

j

IN MARION

For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
and Millinery

THIRD AND ADAMJT

J"nr.

For Men's Wear
————————

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists
Eyes examined by state examined
and registered Optometiists.
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
DR. C. C. FARIS
DR. EMIL FAKIS
South Side Square.

Phone 1410

MARION, IND.
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JOHN MAKES GOOD

IKEEVER'S GARAGE}

By Mary Gilbert Wray.
TAXI SERVICE
John is now in the fourth year of
Anywhere, Day or Night
his college course. He has completed
Phones: Garage 172, House 31
his high school and university under
Indiana I
serious handicap and without money. I Upland,
This is how it was done.
Born to poverty, and unpreposses
HORBURY'S MEAT MARKET
sing in appearance, John walked five
|Full Line of
All Our
miles to attend high school, returning
Fresh and
each night to the humble duties of
Prices
Smoked
the place which he called home. No
Are
Meats.
Rightathletic or social diversion marked the
Phone
1092
Upland,
years of his preparation, only study,
study, study, could satisfy his hunger
for knowledge. He regularly attended
the rural church which was the same
distance from home as the school, and
DENTIST
one Sunday in late summer just after
his high-school course was completed
251 S. Walnut Street
John confided to his pastor the desire
MUNCIE, IND.
he had long cherished to enter Taylor
University, the pastor's Alma Mater,
and prepare himself for the Christian 1
GOLDEN RULE REPAIR SHOP]
ministry.
His total capital, saved through the All kinds of auto, harness and shoe j
years of his youth in the face of pres | repairing. New parts furnished.
sing needs, amounted to fifty dollars,
S. A. D. HOWARD
but with superb courage he accepted
the minister's blessing and bought his
ticket to Taylor University, nearly a
thousand miles away. Here he entered
college freshman classes, promising to
pay his bills as fast as he couLd find
work to earn the money. Help and
sympathy met him everywhere. Work
was found. Little by little he paid his
fees, and when vacation came he hired
himself to a farmer near the Uni
versity.
He boarded himself fot
greater economy and that first sum
mer his diet consisted principally of
milk with raw corn.
Such courage
could no more go unrecognized than
the fine scholarship which he develop
ed, and before he had completed1,his
third year in Taylor University every
body from faculty to humblest stu
dent knew John for a "Greek shark"
and prize student as well as a Christ
ian gentleman. He is now finishing
his senior year and all this time he
has made his way by reason of his
own unquenchable enthusiasm and the
self help provided by Taylor Uni
versity.

S. A. MARTIN

Graduation Gifts
are found in our
Gift Department
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Distinctive Styles In
Hosiery
Hosiery that is "different" and yet J
conforms to every requirement of!
good taste. Women's hosiery in all I
the fashionable colors, also inj
novelty designs; some with hand!
embroidered clocks.
Price range!
from 50c to $2.75 a pair. Let thisj
store supply your hosiery needs.

RISINGERS
North Side Square, Hartford City.

J

DR. ALLEN B. CAINE
Osteopathic Physician
j Office Hours 10-12 a. m., 2-5 p. m.
Telephone 72
Marion, Ind.
Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk. Bldg.

DR. H. N. TURNEY
DENTIST
Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana
X-Ray Equipment
508 Marion National Bank Bldg.

HOCKETT STUDIO
Photographer
of the "Gem" pictures.
Have Your Picture Taken
By Us.
Fairmount

Ind.

Portraits

Kodak Finishing-

It keeps the up to date girl moving
to keep up to date.
FOR WALL PAPER, SCHOOL
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
Fountain Pens, Toilet Articles
Go To
VAN WINKLS DRUG [STORE
Hartford City,
Indiana

BURRIS SMITH
Gift and Art Shop
West Side of Square
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.

Charles A. Sellers, M. DInternal Medicine and X-Ray
Diagnosis.
Portable X-Ray for bedside use.
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford
City, Ind.
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An Embarrassing Situation

Miss Brunner—"What
beautiful
flowers; why, isn't there a little dew
on them yet?"
Mr. Frost (blushing furiously) —
"Yes, but I'll pay for it before long."

Accepted

Grace Ruth—"This paper tells of
a man who lives on onions alone."
Lucy Larrison—"Well anyone who
lives on onions ought to live alone."

Ruth Lortz: "What is unity?"
How True
Miss Cassidy: (In Eng III) "Where
A friend (studying English 6)—"I
don't know. I've got to get this. 'What does the falling action begin in this
ever is needed to propose the sub story?"
John Link: "'When her heart sank'
ject.' "
Ruth—"Yes, I know. I've just been that was falling action."
proposing the subject. All that is
needed now is unity."
The Vegetarian's Letter
Pumpkin Center, May (apple) 8.
Sweet Potato:
No Bargain
Do you carrot all for me? My celery
"Dear John", the wife wrote from
a fashionable resort, "I enclose the heart beets for you. My love is soft
as squash, but as strong as onions.
hotel bill."
"Dear Mary", he responded, "I en You are a peach with your radish
Your
close check to cover the bill, but hair and your turnip nose.
please do not buy any more hotels cherry lips and forget-me-not eyes
at this figure, they are cheating you." call me. You are the apple of my
eye and if we canteloupe on a dande
lion
lettuce marry, for I am sure we
We wonder what she wants.
will make a happy pear.
Mrs. Jennings to Wilma Love at the
I am plum daffydil over you beans
candy counter. "What kind of candy
I have been going with you so long.
do you want?"
When I look into your potato eyes, I
Wilma Love—"Fifteen cents worth
feel like I am riding on a pink cloud
of kisses."
eating ice cream smothered in violets.
Mrs. Jennings—"So you have to buy
If you carrot all for me, I will call
your kisses, do you? I guess I will
the Parsnip. My celery heart hops
have to tell Ernest about it."
and I no longer have sweet peas. If
Wilma—"O, no, I don't want him
any mangoes ahead of or egg plants
to buy kisses for me."
his pin on you, you will have me to
berry.
Mother—"I wish that the papers
Buy, Buy,
would quit
writing about
these
(Aspar) Gus.
mountain moonshiners."
Daughter—"Why, mother?"
Monday mojrning when the bell
Mother—"Because I want father to failed to ring one of the boys said
take us to the seashore this summer." to Prof. Phillips—"I guess the bell
has gone on a strike."
Prof. Phillips—"I think it a case of
Ora Taylor—"Lloyd looks like he failing to strike."
is flirting all the time."
Ask Dad, Sometimes He Knows
Edith Klossner—"Maybe he is. You
can't trust these cowboys, to the end Cuthbert had been listening for half
an hour to a lecture from his father
of your nose."
Lloyd Olson—"I'll admit that is on the evils of late nights and late
risings in the morning,
getting pretty close."
"You will never amount to any
Mr. Lyons—"I've just found out thing" said the father, "unless you
turn over a new leaf. Remember, it's
why we study history."
the
early bird that catches the worm."
Mr. Stevens—"Well, why is it?"
"Ha, ha!" laughed Cuthbert, "How
Mr. Lyons—"We study history to
about the worm? What did he get
get dates."
for turning out so early?"
"My son", replied the father, "that
You can't always estimate a wo worm hadn't been to bed1 all night;
man's avoirdupois by her sighs.
he was on his way home."

Has It Come To This?

NELSON STUDIO
You have friends they should
have a Nelson portrait of you.
223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind.

If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or
Buns or anything in the Bakery
line you want, call the

UPLAND BAKERY
Phone 382

Guy Swartz, Prop.

CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S.
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
I. O. O. F. Bldg.
Phone 1X5
Hartford City, Indiana

Cut Flowers
of all kinds in season
Help Taylor University by
purchasing your cut flowers
and potted plants from us.

Taylor University
Greenhouse

•

B. A. Atkinson, Florist
Phone 894

Upland, Ind.

We will allow a
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
to all Taylor U. Students on
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Men's Furnishings, Shoes
and Dry Goods
"See Us First"
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Too Late
Hotel Guest—"Is there water in my
room?"
Manager—"There was, but I had
the roof fixed not an hour ago."
—Exchange.

Our
Stock of Properly
Fashioned
Ready-to-W ear

And Then the Fun Began
For the first dinner in their new
home the bride had made a pie. "I am
afraid," she said, as she helped her
husband to a slice, "that I have left
something out, and that it isn't very
good."
The husband tasted it and said,
"There is nothing, my dear, you could
have left out that would make a pie
taste like this. It's something you've
put in." —Sales Sense.

is Enlarging

And There It Ended
The stingy farmer was scoring the
hired man for carrying a lighted
lantern to call on his best girl.
"The idea," he exclaimed, "When I
was cortin' I never carried no lan
tern; I went in the dark."
"Yes", said the hired man sadly,
"and look what you got."
STANDARDS GF YOUTH
Bobb/s father was an organist of
repute, a calling for which Bofcby,
at 10 years old, felt a little apol
ogetic when having occasion to ex
plain it to his friends. A policeman
now or a fireman, those are profes
sions a fellow can boast about! One
day he w: s overheard in conversa icn
vvuh a neighbor's son, who asked:
"Bob, coes youv father play?
"Yes, admitted B bby, without
much enthusiasm.
' We'l, what dees he play, the
co net':"
'No,"
ais.. e ed Bobby,
halfhe riedly. "He plays the organ."
"r.r.d coes he sing?" persisted the
small friend.
"Gccd ess, no!' indignantly ex
claimed the musician's son, "We
wouldn't stand for that!"—Harper's
Magazine.

H. BLAKE

10 Per cent Discount

READY-TO-WEAR

To All

Hartford City, Indiana

Taylor University
Students

Every Day

LONG'S
'Always" A Superior Grade.

Read and Remember!

"Why do you turn out for every
road hog who comes along?" she ask
ed, rather crossly. "The right of way
is yours."
"Surely," said her husband calmly,
"but my reason is suggested by an
epitaph I saw the other day:
"Here lies the body of William Jay,
He died maintaining his right of way;
He was right, dead right, as he sped
along,
But he's just as dead as if he'd been
wrong."

We Give

CEEANERS
DYERS
Send Orders by Parcel Post.

OFFICE 120 W. 3rd ST.

MARION, IND.

Sporting Goods |
Physician's Supplies J

| Toilet Sundries
1 Stationery

|

The Pioneer Drug- Store

!

I1
i

$&Xa£JL Stare

Upland,

Indiana
Paints j
Wall Paper i

Kodaks
Books

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALFANT
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY. IND.
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

'Red" and "John"

Hayden-Lieber Company
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS
Hartford City, Indiana.

We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who
oracle here a full measure of value for their money.

Always
something of
interest
at the big
Weiler
Stores

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYIOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Largest
Distributors
of quality
merchandise
in eastern
Indiana

Taylor University
John Paul, D. D., President
Spring Opening, March 28, 1923

Graduate Theological Seminary,
Newton Wray, A.B., D.D., Dean.
Schools of Music and Expression,
exceptional quality.
College of Liberal Arts.
Pre-medical courses.
Normal courses in education,
recognized by the State.
Academy of highest rank.
Address Dean B. W. Ayres, Ph. D., or the President,
Upland, Indiana

Special note should be made of the Taylor University
School of Music, which has its own beautifully equipped
building, a faculty of outstanding talent, and an enviable
reputation throughout the nation.

